
In your opinion, does the President 
have the right to infringe on civil 
liberties to maintain national security 
during wartime? 



IB History of the Americas Year 1



IB 
Syllabus

8: US Civil War: causes, course and 
effects (1840–1877)

§ Union versus Confederate: strengths and 
weaknesses; economic resources; role 
and significance of leaders during the 
Civil War; role of Lincoln; significant 
military battles/campaigns 



Learning 
Objective

§SWBAT describe the key events, 
issues, and individuals related to 
the Civil War IOT evaluate the 
course and consequences of the 
Civil War. 



Inquiry
§What were the relative advantages 
and disadvantages of the Union and 
Confederacy at the start of the 
Civil War?







§ Border states: the states of the Upper South 
that supported slavery but were not 
committed to secession and would remain 
loyal to the Union. 
§ Missouri
§ Kentucky
§ Maryland
§ Delaware
§ West Virginia (became a state in 1863)

§ Significance: Pres. Lincoln placed his 
political focus on maintaining these states in 
the Union in the early stages of the war.



§Guerilla warfare / internal 
civil war in Missouri and 
Kansas

§Jayhawkers (Unionists) vs. 
bushwhackers (secessionists) 

§Violence also crosses into 
Kansas, E.g. Lawrence 
massacre (Quantrill’s Raid)



§Declares an official 
state of neutrality at 
the start of the war

§Strong Unionist tradition
§Yet bitterly opposed to 
anything that would 
threaten slavery



§ Maryland à Lincoln’s 
priority, cannot isolate 
Washington, D.C. 

§ 1st bloodshed of Civil War 
= Baltimore riots, April 
1861
§ As Massachusetts and 

Pennsylvania militia moved 
through MD on the way to 
D.C., they were attacked by 
anti-war & pro-Confederate 
mob. Brawl ensued



§https://youtu.be/H8RtcMW6qys

https://youtu.be/H8RtcMW6qys


§Habeas corpus – Latin for “you have 
the body”

§This Constitutional right states that 
anyone imprisoned must be taken 
before a judge to determine if the 
prisoner being legally held

§Lincoln used his emergency powers to 
suspend it between D.C. and PA and 
imprison Confederate sympathizers



§https://youtu.be/IzQMrK9YpOc

https://youtu.be/IzQMrK9YpOc


§Northern Democrats 
who wanted immediate 
peace negotiated with 
the South were called 
“Copperheads” by 
Republicans.







• 1st major battle of the 
Civil War

• Bloodiest battle in US
history up to that point

• Confederate victory
• Sobering effect on both 

sides – Both sides realize 
this will be a longer 
conflict than anticipated

Artist’s depiction of “Stonewall” Jackson on the Confederate side



Artist’s depiction of spectators before the Battle of Bull Run


